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Big Data Analytics Workshop: 
Measuring REAL Waste

For more information and bookings please visit our webpage & booking portal on
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/business/bleu/short-courses
Queries to: bleu@buckingham.ac.uk or 44+ (0)1280 820140

The Big Data Analytics industry currently generates 
£15B for providers, but a much smaller return when 
it comes to value to client organisations. Nobody can 
afford to not play the Big Data game, but as yet no-one 
knows how to win. 

This one-day workshop is all about resolving this 
contradiction. When identifying ‘waste’ inside 
organisations, we are often guilty of measuring what is 
easy to measure rather that which is important. There 
is a general assumption that the things we ought to 
measure – how engaged are staff? How resilient is 
the organisation? How good is our IP? How likely is 
disruption of our industry? How much do our customers 
trust us? – aren’t measured because they can’t be 
measured. 

This course is suitable for:

• Lean Professionals
• Continuous Improvement Professionals
• Project Managers
• COOs
• CIOs

with Professor Darrell Mann
17 October 2016

This one-day masterclass builds on a fifteen year programme of research designed to specifically 
create reliable, repeatable ways of measuring the unmeasurable. Now validated through a host 
of client engagements, the class provides delegates with a series of measurement strategies and 
approaches to overcome the traditional problems associated with Big Data Analytics – how do we 
distinguish between what people say and what they mean? How do we identify false or misleading 
data? How do we translate measurement to actionable insight?



For more information and bookings please visit our webpage & booking portal on
http://www.buckingham.ac.uk/business/bleu/short-courses
Queries to: bleu@buckingham.ac.uk or 44+ (0)1280 820140

This one day event will take place on 17 October 2016 at The University of Buckingham, 
CRB3, Chandos Road Building, MK18 1EG

Please note that places are limited to 40 people so don’t delay in booking.
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The masterclass begins with a review of the Big Data Analytics industry and why it gener-
ates so much revenue for providers and so little tangible value to users. We then use this 
introduction as a platform for exploring practical solutions. Topics will include:

• Understanding People – people make decisions for two reasons: a good reason and a 
real reason. Traditional Big Data is good at identifying the good reasons and entirely 
hopeless at capturing the real reasons. We will examine strategies and tools for captur-
ing those vital real reasons.

• Understanding Complexity – as business becomes more and more connected and 
interdependent, organisations become increasingly prone to butterfly wingflaps that 
cause tornadoes. We will explore why ‘normal’ best practice inside organisations – root 
cause analysis, Pareto analysis – are highly inappropriate in complex environments and 
the things that get measured and how those measurement get used in a manner that 
allows managers to act with confidence

• The Big Data 5Gs – when we ask people for feedback on any topic they either Gift, 
Game, Guard or Guess their answers, none of which is useful. What we need is the 5th 
G, ‘Gold’. In this part of the day we explore strategies for establishing which ‘G’ we’re 
currently receiving, and getting ourselves into the Gold space.

• Big Data Analytics Capability Model – not every Big Data Analytics capability is the 
same as the others. In this section of the workshop we examine which Analysis tools 
and providers offer which levels of capability and how to match those capabilities with 
the needs of a given measurement challenge

• How To Measure Anything – how to design strategies and means for measuring what-
ever is important inside our own teams and organisations

• Putting It All Together – Top 5 things to take away & designing a Big Data Analytics jour-
ney for your organisation.

Throughout the workshop we will be illustrated with practical, real-life case studies from a 
broad spectrum of industries, and will engage delegates in a series of hands-on exercises.

Prices 
£390 full delegate rate 
£295 john Bicheno Network (only for former MSc students of John Bicheno)
NB:   Delegates are entitled to a 15% discount when booking both this workshop and 
Systematic Service Innovation Workshop the following day on 18th October 2016


